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S&P Global Ratings
How We Consider ESG Risks and Opportunities?



 

ESG Risk and Opportunities – Within our Criteria Frameworks
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– Through the ESG Lens 2.0: A Deeper Dive into 
USPF Credit Factors

– Provided an overview of our primary criteria 
frameworks and where ESG risks and 
opportunities are considered most prevalent

– In some cases, ESG risks and opportunities are 
material based on the weight within the criteria 
framework and the overall analytical outcome

– ESG risks and opportunities may become 
material when crystalized through an event



 

Credit Ratings And ESG Credit Factors
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ESG – Environmental, Social and Governance. Source: S&P Global Ratings.

Copyright © 2021 by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC. All rights reserved.

Examples Of Key ESG Credit Factors



 

Where Is Climate Risk Evaluated in our Ratings Criteria?

Municipal Sector Sector Specific E-Factors

Water/Sewer Utilities Drought planning/water quality

Electric Utilities Carbon fuel concentration and 
transition risks/supply diversity

State & Local govt
Transport/Education
Housing/Healthcare 

Financial & Capital planning for 
adaptation & mitigation

All Sectors Potential impacts to property values

❶ Overall focus on management 
effectiveness and planning 

❷ Sectors have unique E-risks that 
apply to their assets or revenue 
sources that secure debt service 
obligations

❸ Often a qualitative assessment 
although incorporating data to 
inform our analysis is on the horizon
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Data Is Helping to Inform Our View of Credit Quality
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– Lots of data sets available 
including from FEMA

– Questions arising around 
disclosure and how issuers 
represent the risks in primary 
offering documents or annual 
continuing disclosure filings

– Disclosure typically isn’t uniform 
and market participants are 
trying to reconcile and compare 
information



 

Where Is Social Risk Evaluated in our Ratings Criteria?

Municipal Sector Sector Specific S-Factors

Water/Sewer Utilities Affordability of monthly utility bill 
when compared with county level 
income data

State & Local Govt Population trends, dependent 
population, GDP as % of the U.S.

Education/Higher Ed Enrollment trends and underlying 
issues that might be factored into 
increases or declines (ex. Birthrates, 
state population trends)

Transportation Service area economic fundamentals 
that underpin demand

❶ Demographic factors underpin 
social risk for most sectors in USPF

❷ S-risks typically will point to revenue 
raising flexibility or economic 
activity (strengths or weaknesses) 
that support or hinder an issuer’s 
ability to meet operational, 
infrastructure, and debt service 
obligations

❸ Often a qualitative assessment 
although certain data helps inform 
our analysis
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Where Is Governance Risk Evaluated in our Ratings Criteria?

Municipal Sector Sector Specific G-Factors

Higher Education Headline Risk, Board Effectiveness, 
Accreditation Issues

State Governments Pension and OPEB plan governance 
(ex. Conservative vs Aggressive 
assumptions)

Local Governments Long term Financial & Capital planning 
(ex. Capital planning that includes 
infrastructure projects for mitigation & 
resiliency

Health Care Broad Strategy and Execution of 
Mergers and Acquisitions

❶ Overall focus on management 
effectiveness and planning 

❷ Good Governance can mitigate our 
view of other E and S risks

❸ Most of our criteria frameworks 
include a management or 
management and governance 
assessment
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ESG Risks/Opportunities for Virginia Issuers
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Chronic and Acute Physical Risks Demographics/Affordability Risk Management/Oversight

Exposure to Extreme Weather (-)
Long-Term Sea Level Rise (-)

Demographics (+)
Affordability (+/-)

Risk management (+)
State oversight of distressed 
entities (+)

Environmental Social Governance



 

S&P Global Ratings
Transparency Efforts



 

ESG Specific Research
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ESG Brief: Emerging Themes in U.S. Public Finance

The ESG Pulse – A monthly Lookback of ESG Driven Rating Actions by Practice



 

S&P Global Ratings
RFC for ESG Principles Criteria



 

Key Takeaways

– We continue enhancing the transparency of how ESG credit factors 
can influence creditworthiness

– No Impact on Ratings as the RFC restates our existing analytical 
approach

– The RFC describes 

▪ Examples of ESG influence on Credit Risk

▪ General Principles Of How ESG Credit Factors Can Influence 
Credit Ratings

▪ Sector Specific Case Studies

– Provide any feedback by June 17, 2021



 

Questions?



 

Related Research

– ESG Brief: Emerging Themes in U.S. Public Finance, June 3, 2021

– Request For Comment: Environmental, Social, And Governance Principles In Credit Ratings, May 17, 2021

– The ESG Pulse: A Spotlight on Structured Finance, April 28, 2021

– Major Capital Cities Must Be Vigilant about Rising ESG Risks as They Look to a Post-Pandemic World, Dec. 10, 2020

– Scenario Analysis Shines a Light on Climate Exposure: Focus on Major Airports, Nov. 5, 2020

– Extreme Weather Events: How We Evaluate The Credit Impacts in U.S. Public Finance, Nov. 2, 2020

– Better Data Can Highlight Climate Exposure: Focus on U.S. Public Finance, Aug. 24, 2020

– Through the ESG Lens 2.0: A Deeper Dive into U.S. Public Finance Credit Factors, April 28, 2020
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https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46765757&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46765757&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46765757&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46405065&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=46378585&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=45763345&From=SNP_CRS
https://www.capitaliq.com/CIQDotNet/CreditResearch/SPResearch.aspx?DocumentId=43844620&From=SNP_CRS


 

Analytical Contacts
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Nora Wittstruck
Director – ESG Lead

New York, NY

+1-212-438-8589

nora.wittstruck@spglobal.com
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